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then again making the cycle as described. The total cycle requires 60 seconds, of which about 13 are in pulp, 30 in wash solution, and 17 on the raised portions of the track and in discharging. Each frame has a filter surface of 4 square feet. The machine has a capacity of 30 to 60 tons per day; it is shown in Fig. 167.1 In practice its use is limited by the small filtering-surface to the treatment of slime which can be rapidly filtered, as, if longer than fifteen seconds are taken for cake formation, the output of the machine is too small. There is also no opportunity of increasing the wash period with the grade of material to be treated. In these respects it is inferior to the Moore filter and to the reciprocating Bidgway filter, an improved form described below.
The Reciprocating Eidgway Filter?—In this machine a set of twenty vertical filtering frames are suspended together, and are lowered into a slime pulp vat and kept there until the frames have received a cake of about 1 inch in thickness. The frames are then lifted out and rapidly immersed in a washing vat for the necessary time, after which the cakes are discharged.
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Fig. 167.—Ogle-Eidgway Filter.
This machine is shown in Fig. 168,s as installed at the Great Boulder Mine, West Australia. The cakes are being lifted from the pulp vat to the washing tank.
It is claimed that it is the rapid means of transferring the cake to the solution that constitutes the advantage of the filter, "as it is practically impossible to hold a heavy roasted, sulphide cake on for more than sixty seconds without the appearance of cracks."
The Oliver Filter 4 consists of a drum containing the filtering area, which is situated on the peripheral surface or cylinder. The drum is revolved once every five or six minutes on horizontal trunnions, and is partly submerged in pulp, the level of which reaches above the centre, so that the filter surface is submerged for three-fifths of a revolution. The filter surface is divided into 24 compartments, and under the influence of a vacuum a slime cake of J to
1  By courtesy of the Cyanide Plant Supply Co.
2  Mwj. mid Sot. Press, June 28, 1913, p. 993.
3  By courtesy of the Cyanide Plant Supply Co.
* A. H. Martin, Mng. and Sci. Press, Nov. 27, 1909, p. 715; G. A. Tweedy and R. T. Beals, Trans. Amcr. Inat. Mng. Ewj., 1910, 41, 324.

